The UNSW Business School is proud to announce the 2018 Dean’s List Awards for Academic Excellence. This award was established to recognise the outstanding achievements of its students.

The recipients of the Dean’s List Award are undergraduate Business School students who achieved outstanding academic excellence and are in the top 3% of their single or double degrees, based on academic performance from the previous calendar year.

This is an impressive achievement by these students and we congratulate them for their success.
CONGRATULATIONS TO

Adam He
Alexander Samios
Amelia Hosie
Anna Yang
Annie Zhu
Arkie Owen
Arthur Lim
Bailey Myers
Charlotte Whybrow
Chelsea Manansala
Chenyi Wang
Chris Zeng
Danny Yu
Dennis Zhao
Derek Komban
Eason Xia
Eric Chen
Finn Button
Harrison Lee
Harsimar Singh
Henry Daniel
Ho Yung
Ivan Hou
Jared Levy
Jason Lambe
Jefferson Lee
Jeffrey Yang
Jeffrey Wang
Jim Ng
Jin Son
Jordan Truong
Joshua Wang
Karl Jacinto
Kelvin Chen

Lan Yu
Louise Qiu
Luming Zhou
Matthew Sulistyo
Nathasia Kumala
O Kwon
Oliver Coombs
Peter Obeid
Rachel Liang
Raymond Zhu
Rebecca Rosenberg
Rishab Jain
Rohan Barar
Samuel Harrison
Shahill Nair
Simon Roberts
Thomas McGregor
Thongprata Thongyai Na Ayudhya
Tian Li
Vivienne Kung
Wanzhang Jing
Wayne Feng
Wei Huang
Yanfeng Li
Yue Pan
Zofia Foo